
WRITING A STORY MAP GRAPHIC ORGANIZER

There are many different types of story map graphic organizers. The most or school. Encourage students to include
positional words in their story map writing.

She goes through step by step instruction on what should be included in a story map. By identifying story
characters, plot, setting, problem and solution, students read carefully to learn the details. Washington, DC:
The U. Encourage students to include positional words in their story map writing. Students identify the setting,
characters, the problem, and the solution in the story. More advanced organizers focus more on plot or
character traits Reading Rockets,  This is ready-to-use template, you can print out and ask students to write
sentences in the blank areas. This video is published with permission from the Balanced Literacy Diet. Santa,
C. Differentiate which story map to give to which students. Merritt shows an example of what a story map
should look like. The beginning-middle-end format is the simplest; other more complex maps can be used
with more advanced students. Armbruster, B. Story Map Example In this video above, Mrs. Or students can
use the story map to create their own math problems Reading Rockets, Social Studies:Using the format of the
story map, students can create their own map by taking a walk around the playground or school. Encourage
students to include positional words in their story map writing Reading Rockets, Differentiated Instruction
Scaffold your instruction by providing prompts for each section on your map. Story Summary Graphic
Organizer To make students better understand a story or passage, you can use this story summary graphic
organizer and let them to fill in the blanks of the key elements, such as the characters, main idea, setting,
theme, problem and solution. Story Maps. No matter which format you download, we ensure that they are of
great quality. Story Map Worksheet Use this free, printable story map worksheet template to practice and
improve students' reading comprehension and writing abilities. Differentiated instruction for Second Language
Learners, students of varying reading skill, and for younger learners Scaffold your instruction by providing
prompts for each section on your map. Students identify the setting, characters, the problem, and the solution
in the story and write them down in the boxes provided. Trabasso, T. See many more related how-to videos
with lesson plans in the Reading Comprehension Strategies section. This teacher uses a story retell glove,
which includes where the story takes place, the problem in the story, the characters etc. Social Studies Using
the format of the story map, students can create their own map by taking a walk around the playground or
school. For example, in the "Beginning" box of your map, write in prompts such as: Who are the main
characters? She defines key words such as characters, setting, problem, and solution. See the research that
supports this strategy Adler, C. Math:Story maps can be used to help students solve open-ended math
problems. Last she demonstrates how to create a simple story map using a sheet of paper folded into four
sections and titles them characters, setting, problem, and solution Shipman,  She also models what she wrote
down in each category so that the students have examples of what each box on her story map should include i.
For example, in the "Beginning" box of your map, write in prompts such as: Who are the main characters?
These story map graphic organizers are dynamically created for you so you will have an endless supply of
quality material to use in the classroom. NY: Guilford Press. Differentiate which story map to give to which
students. Examples Language Arts This example demonstrates how story maps are used with an Arthur story.
Flower Story Map Graphic Organizer Download this cute flower story map organizer template and use in your
classroom.


